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ANNOTATION
The unsupported phase of motion of a multileg bounding vehicle is
examined in the work, An algorithm for stabilization of the angular
motion of the vehicle housing by change of the motion of the legs
during flight in constructed. The results of mathematical modeling of
the stabilization process by 2omputer are presented.
Key words: multileg vehicle, bound, motion control system,
mathematical modeling.
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Intvoduction
Tho problem of stabilization of they 	of a bounding vehicle	 M
In tho flight phase In Invootigatod In the work. An algorithm for
otabIlizatlon to a basic element of the motion control syBtom of a
bounding vehicle,
A vehicle to considered, which consists of a housing and four or
six two section Won, oach of which ban three dogr000 of freedom. The
total weight of the loGs Ise 	 sirnifioant portton of tho wo1rht of tho
housing.
The motion of the vehicle consists of alternation of two phasoo:
support, during which all the logo stand on the supporting suvfaco and
there to quasistatIo otabllity, and the unouppovtod or flight phaoo.
In [1, 2J, a mathematical model of the throo dimensional motion of the
vehicle Is constructed for the supported and unsupported phases of
motion. In the flight phase, the first Integrals of the equations of
motion are obtained (the motion of the center of mass of the vehicle
along a ballistic trajoctovy and the law of conservation of the angular
momentum of the vehicle about the center of mass).
In the support phase of motion of a bounding vehicle, high speeds
and accelerations develop, for which groat forces and power are' ro-
quirod. Therefore, It Is advisable to construct the programmed motion
In the supported phase of a bound, in such a way that It can be per-
formed with the minimum force or power developed in the leg joints.
The problem* of optimization of the programmed motion in the supported
phase and Its stabilization wevo Investigated in [1].
In this work, the problem of performance of the programmed motion
of the vehicle in the unsupported phase of a bound, constructed in [21,
Is considered in this work, In the case when various kinds of errors 	 A
and perturbations occur.
The center of mass of the vehicle: 	 along a ballistic trajectory
in the flight phase, and its, 	 is uncontrolled. The angular motion
of the vehicle housing around the center of mass can be corrected, by
changing the motion of the legs during flight. For example, by bending
(unbending) the legs, their moment of inertia changes and, consequently,
the effect of the transfer of the legs on the angular motion of the
* Numbers in the margin indicate; 	 in the foreign text.
houolnr, ohane^oko by the law of
Tho possibility of change of
Center of mazo in Lill support ("d
quite long been known C3-73.
conservationof angular momentum.
the motion of animals and man around the
motion, by movement-,-, of the limbo, ha,,.,,
1 ^^
The purpose of the t,^ tabilization of motion of the vehicle in the
flight phase is to reach "Che position assigned in the motion program at
the time of landing, with allowance for the shift cRuoed by deviation
of the final po s ition of the center of mass of the vehicle from the
programmed position.
The operation of the navigation and information systems is not
modeled. It Is considered that, in the supported phase, in the motion
control system of a bounding vehicle, all current phase coordinates of
the vehicle are known without orror and, in the flight phase, the
coordinates and angular velocities of the housing, as well as the angles
and velocities of the leg Joints. The control system also knows a model,
of the terrain. At the moment of liftoff from the supporting surface,
the terrain model in the landing region corresponds to the actual sup-
porting surface with some degree of accuracy. During flight, the
terrain model In the landing region is refined, and it becomes completely
equal to the actual supporting surface immediately before the time of
landing.
As to the supporting surfaces ,  it is assumed that they differ
little from a section of a plane and that their inclination to the hori-
zon is small. The terrain as a whole can have a complex form.
Processing of the algorithm for stabilization of the motion of a
bounding vehicle in the flight phase by mathematical modeling in 9
computer has pormitted a quite efficient stabilization algorithm to be
obtained.
Formulation of the problem of stabilization of the motion of the
vehicle In the unsupported phase of a bound and a qualitative analysis
of various methol s of construction of the stabilization algorithm are
presented in Section 1. The advisability of the use of the principle
of local determination of supplementary control motion of the legs In
a forward step in time is shown here. The logic of operation of the
stabilization algorithm is described In Section 2. The nominal posi-
tion of the vehicle at the time of landing and the basic characteristics
of the forthcoming flight phase are determined (its duration, the an-
gular momentum vector of the vehicle relative to the center of mass,
etc.). The problem of reorganization of the motion of the vehicle in
the concluding stage of the flight phase is considered, with account
taken of more accurate information on the supporting surface obtained
during flight. At the beginning and end of the flight phase, the
angles in the leg J oints change along the nominal trajectories of
transfer of the legs during flight, which ensures a shock free liftoff
and soft placement of the legs on the supporting surface. The angular
motion of the housing is not stabilized, in this case. During all the
remaining time, the legs participate at once in two motions: the
nominal leg transfer motion during flight and the supplementary control
motions, which provide the change in angular coordinates of the houotng
along the line of transfer, smoothly connecting the corresponding end
2
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valueR of the angular coordinates and housing velocity. In Section 3,
the problem of determination of the supplementary control motion of the
leg is reduced to a problem of a special type of quadratic programming,
the algorithm for solution of which is constructed in Section 4.
Mathematical modeling of the process of stabilization of the angular
motion of a bounding vehicle in the flight phase ( Section 5) and the	 /8
calculation results ( Section 6) demonstrate the efficiency of the
stabilization algorithm for various conditions of motion of the vehicle
with perturbations.
The author thanks D.Ye. Okhotsimskiy for formulation of the
problem and attention to the work.
1. Formulation of the Problem
We will characterize the position of the vehicle housing relative 	 /9
to the absolute coordinate system O 1tn^ ( the Ol n plane is horizontal),
by the coordinates of the center of mass of the housing,n, and the
angles (Fig. 1): * yaw; e pitch; y bank. The axes of the Oxyz
coordinate system connected with the vehicle housing are directed along
the main axes of inertia of the housing.
The vehicle has four or six two
section weighable legs (the number of
legs is designated by N). The position
of the legs relative to the Oxyz axes
is determined by the coordinates of the
points of suspension of the thighs to
the housing and by the angles (Fig. 2);
a^^, is the angle between the Ox axis and
tYle plane of the legs; p i is the angle
between the negative direction of the
7 Oz axis and the thigh; qi is the angle
between the thigh and the shank. The
plane of the legs, formed by the thigh
and the shank, is perpendicula r to the
Oxy plane.
The vehicle moves the Oy axis for-
ward.
Fig. 1.	 In C21, an algorithm for the syn-thesis of the programmed motion of a
bounding vehicle in the flight phase is considered. From the assigned
values of the housing coordinates and the absolute coordinates of the
feet at the times of liftoff from the supporting surface and landing,
the initial velocity of the center of mass of the housing, the initial
angular velocity of the housing and the parameters of the leg transfer
trajectories required to perform the forthcoming flight phase are
determined. The legs are transferred in the Oxyz relative coordinate
system, in such a manner that a shock free liftoff and soft placement
of the legs on the supporting surface are ensured. The initial angular„
velocity of the housing compensates the effect of the transfer movement
of the legs on the movement of the housing around the center of mass
3
during the flight. The programmed motion in
the flight phase is compiled from the first
integrals of the equations of motion (motion
	 /11
of the center of mass of the vehicle and the
law of conservation of angular momentum of the
vehicle relative to the center of mass).
x	 P	 Actually, in the unsupported phase of a9	 bound, the vehicle deviates from the programmed
motion, as a result of various kinds of per-
turbation. A variance of the actual dynamic
and kinematic characteristics of the vehicle
(diman,3 6
 ns, weight, moments of inertia) from
their Va:±.ues in the motion control system is
a perturbation. Such a situation arises, for
Fig. 2.	 example, if a load is placed on the vehicle,
and this is not reported to the motion control
system. Another type of perturbation involves inflight errors in
processing of the leg motions. There are perturbations caused by data
errors. Up to the time of liftoff from the supporting surface, the
terrain model. in the landing region is known with a certain degree of
accuracy. During the flight, immediately before the time of landing,
the model of the supporting surface in the landing region is refined.
The accurate model of the terrain in the landing region is used to
reorganize the motion of the vehicle in the final stage of th y: flight
phase
Perturbations in the supported phase by the prior flight phase data.
and time inaccuracy in processing the time of liftoff from the support-
ing surface result in errors in processing the programmed coordinates
and velocities of the vehicle at the time of liftoff from the support-
ing surface. These errors lead to change in the distance of the bound
and inflight rolling of the vehicle, and they make it necessary to
recalculate the characteristics of the forthcoming phase of the flight;
its duration, angular momentum vector of the vehicle relative to the
center of mass and the parameters of the leg transfer trajectory, which
satisfy the conditions of shock free liftoff and the required soft
placement of the legs on the supporting surface. We will call the in- /12
flight leg motions, synthesized at the time of liftoff from the sup-
porting surface, the nominal leg motion.
The center of mass of the vehicle in the flight phase moves along
a ballistic trajectory [2]. Therefore, the motion of the center of
mass is uncontrolled. The motion of the vehicle around the center of
mass occurs according to the law of conservation of angular momentum of
the vehicle relative to the center of mass. In this case, the angular
motion of the housing can be controlled, by changing the transfer
motion of the legs during the flight. For example, by bending (unbend-
ing) the legs, thelr1 moment of inertia changes and, consequently, the
effect of the leg transfer motion on the angular motion of the housing
changes. We note that, in this case, the angular momentum vector of the
vehicle remains constant. Only redistribution of the angular momentum
between the housing and the legs occurs.
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(1. 1)
The rurro.'Iv of	 of the motion of the bQUIl(.UIlr, volitole
-1,11 	 the	 flight	 plicak")o	 to to reaoll the pooitiQll aosir'lled III the programmed,
motlon, with allow"Ince Por tt shift which cau'-' 00 a deviation of the
fill 'al po 'nition of the Coster of the Irmo,, the vehicle from that pro-
Tile	 kitletotioll of dotermination of the nominal position of tl-,
volUclo at the time of landilir., wAll be dl. ,ocuofled In detail in .11ection 2.
Ali t- '-ular mot loll of the V0111' elo Ill the flight Phase Which Oati-ofteo
the"oe 1,101111dary oondition '-1 1 '-1 provl.klocj I)y Inflirlit variation of the log
motion.
We will ., olvo the problem of otabill r-,ation or the rtngular motion
of a boundinf-, vehlele In tho flAC,lit phaoo, by considering t	 ahe ngulra
coordinates and velocities of tile ljol ising, as well. as the anF:,',1OO and
volocit loo ill the ler"	 to bo known wit-Bout orvor at the
moment of timo.
This motion of the vollicle in the fl hilt phase occurs according to
the law of conoervatlon of angular momentum of the vehiclo relative to
the center of ma.""O C21 J	 /13
whoro ^T If-, the rrrgrrltir Voloolty of the hou-ning projected on the axes of
the Oxyz relative coordinate system,
	
	 re the anglooU) a
of the log ;joints, '• is the matrix for transfer from the O ltij ab-
solute coordln^to system to the Oxyz coordinate system connected with
the housing, UY 
"I 1 i the angular momentum vector of the vehicle relativeto the center of mass In the Oltr); absolute coordinate system, T and
IL are matrices, the elements of which depend only on the angles of
the log joints fr.
We designate the nominal transfer motior, of the legs, synthesilzed
at the, time of liftoff from the supporting,, surface, f)-ji(t) We designate
the angular coordinate vector of the vehicle housing
	 Lot
t., and t,,l be the moments of 'Llie start and end of the controlled stage
of the fl ght phase, In which t o< t co'^ t cj<,tl, where t o is the moment of
liftoff from the supporting surface and t j is the time of landing.
That motion of the vehicle housing around the center of mass must
be provided, which satisfies the boundary conditions 
(1.2)
(1- 3)
The angles of the log joints mu s t satisfy the boundary conditions:
(1.4)
P
and thQ pliaoe 11mitat _Iono.- 
	
/III
Max
AV
Limitationo	 involve a given vehicle design. We require
that condition (1.6) also onoure noninterference of the logo
 
of the
vehicle with each other.
We note that boundary condition (1.3) on the angular velocity of
tho houoin,-, ",,T(t	 -iF	 Is satiofied automatically,, by virtue of (1.1),
if boundary oonaltloioa lo (1.2), (1.4), and (1,5) and the first of boundary
conditions (1.3) are oatlofieO.
We will call the difference between the actual and nominal motion
of the logo the supplementary control motions of the logs
,7411= 16YO - /0,_ (i).	 (119)
We require that the actual log motion in stabilization of the
angular motion of the housing differ to the minimum extent from the
nominal motion of the legs, i.e.,
where U to a certain norm of the vector. For example,
(1.107
(e,
90) Z: f
411
or
where e j >o,fi>o are weighting factors.
The problem of stabilization of the angular motion of a bounding
vehicle in the flight phase (1.1)-(1.a0) can be solved as an extreme
problem with limitations of a eneral type. Various methods of
simplification of problem (1.1 -(1.10) are possible, by means of intro-
duction of supplementary connections. We consider qualitatively and
compare some of them.
G
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il ,^lmetrl o of %u I 11".Jatloll "J' Q01--ithm. 14o "lootime
I.e. , the oupplementary 0.011trol motion of tile	 A. a fixed eunetlon
ally parameter voctor Zr Ma=collot) 	 T11 till,	 ac, Cve ) for'Of bile,	 k)
valuoO) Of the par"Imeter ., there 10
0
1.0., boundary condition,
	 ;satlsfied automatically,
By oubotitutinr) (1.11) in	 we obtain the region of per-
mlooiblo Va l ues of parameters ',T
15*6 V,	 (J"I'l)
13Y intor, 	 1 110 (1,22 ) over oegment,- rating (1.1) with initft", 1 Condi T,10
of time	 we obtain the, value of the ant , ,ular coordinates ofro ,
the houoing at time tc l , with given values o p parameters
Then, boundary conditions (1-3) are equivalent to limitations of the
type, equality to the parameter vector
IX)
By substitutilg (1-11) in (1-10), we rewrite the optimizing 	 116
functional in the form
As a result, we find that the problem of stabilization of the
angular motion of a bounding vehicle in the flight phase (1.1)-(1.10)
Is reduced to mathematical programming problem (1.12)-(1.14).
For solution of the parametric stabilization program, a large
amount of calculation work must be done. This is connect -d with digital
integration of differential equation ,,  (11 .3L), with calculation of the
left sida..,^ of 11- .tatlons of the cquality (1.13) type.
Linear transition stabilizacion algorithm, We require that the
angular coordinates of the housing change alone), transition lines which
smoothly connect the boundary values of the angular coordinates and
velocities of the housing (1.2)-(1.3). One method of plotting the transi-
tion lines is described in Section 2. This approach permit* reduction
o r the dimenolonality 0 'V extrome problem (y	 whtch can be
ooived try determination 
of 
the oupplementary control motion of tile leco.
Local otabilif-Aration alaWthm, We reitij" A^ that the angular coor-
dinat -000l, tile houolnfo, al.-jo, ao in the linear tratiol", ion otabillZation
alcorithm ) change 110110 tralloition lineo.	 o apple men Cary control
InOtiOn Or the legO 10 detOMin0d at di0CV0te M0111011tO Of IVIR10 Tjt(KMO " I,P ...
in 0-mall forward time otepo) "'^- '^-' 1 .	1-10 a00"me
I e	 , I ^Xfj
(I. 1.^)
whore nj{ ic the vector of paraMotero, which have a Conotant value in
a given otep.
At timti"; T::, ouch valued of the parametero muot be found that,, with /1'1
t=TK+14 thu angular coordinatoo and volooitieo of the hou0inC are on
the tralloition 41ineo'
By oubotituting (1.15) and the valuoo; of tla,, angular coordinatoo
and voloeitico of the houoinr, with the tranoition lineo in angular mo-
mentum integral (1.1), we obtain a limitation of the type, equality to
the valued of parametero UK, which are written in the following manner
/X4
	 (1.16)
Boundary conditiono	 and limitationo (1-0-(1.-8) de-
termine the region of pormiooiblo valueo of the parametero at
el k C Y,
	 (1-17)
VIL, require that, at time T K+ 10 the actual motion of the legs
differ to the minimum extent from the nominal tranofer motion of the
leoz (i.e., inotead of integral optimizing functional (1.10), we insert
a local optimizing functional)
(1.18)
By substitutint; (1.15) in (1.18), we obtain an optimizing functional
which depends parametero UK
(1.19)
By solving mathematical programming problem 	 we
determine the values of parametero U and conuoquently, tho oup-
plementary control motl.on of the leggy U(tj with
-it ot),Il be oxroottt ,	 4	 11
	
'a ti it th r,
 I'mallne"oo of tho
	 e	 tFormal
;'-(;n r1oant	 problom	 .a
`v^he wriolo virtuo of tho local 11 ­)tauilir"Pat!.on alcorithm io the lack
	
/18
Of need for diGital -tilt errat I oil of the differential equationo and,
O'C'no'equently ) a vc'j	 -.1 maller amount of calculationo than in other
methods of oolution or tiie problem of otabilization of the angular
motion or the vchlolo in the uno*upported ph"10C, of the bound.
Tilt,, moot ri b^^td rootriot1oilo In selection of the method of con-
"traction of tile "11C. 0rithill fox, otabilioation or the angular motion of
0,
a	 vohicle In the flight phaoo is connected with the roqutre-
monto for high op^eed of the vehicle motion control Computer. The dura-
tion 
of 
the unoupportod phtrlOe of a bound to a distance for 10 111 oil the
ourrace of tile earth to oi l the Order of one and a half oocond.­). There-
fore, the actual requirements for high speed of the computer are made
only by a local o tabili2ation type, alr0	 )orithm.
^ualitative analyoio of variouo methods, 	 construction of the
algorithm for otabilioation of the angular motion of a bounding vehicle
in the flight phaoe permit it to be concluded that it is advisable to
conotruet a local stabilization type alf,,,orithm.
2. Otabili ,_, ation loo f--,ic
We dozionate the moment of liftoff from the 2upporting ourface
	 /19^
tc and the moment Of lail ding t l - The motion of the vehicle center of
ma5o in the flight phase is uncontrolled. The vehicle center of mass
omove along a parabolic trajectory [21
rip5
0	
(2.1)
where, 7V20,a)na>r,a) aro the coordinates of the vehicle center of mass.,
—
IT lia0 are the coordinates and velocity of the vehicle center of mass
a^
0
 Go time of liftoff from the oupporting surface, U iz the acceleration
of Gravity.
The purpose of otabilization is to reach the assigned programmed
pooition at the time of landing, with allowance for the shift caused bydeviation of the final position of the vehicle center of maoz from that
programmed.
trio deocribo the procedure for determination of the nominal position
of the vehicle at the Limo of landing. At the moment of liftoff from
the oupportinr, surface, the model of the terrain in the landing region
to known with a certain decree of accuracy by the motion control system
of the bounding vehicle. Lot ro(rotl) be the model of the supporting
ourfaco In the landing roglon. We require that, at the time of landing,
the vortical distance from the supporting surface to the vohlolo center
of mass be the same as in the programmed motion, equal to Ar, a
+ A
•.'here'	 aitl aA a ) are %he cwrdinatcno of the vehicle center of
mn'nn t"t t 13e f lme of landilir"
It follow p from the motion of the vehicle center or mao'.', in the
rli t:ht phaE ' O that
where Tmtl-to is the duration of the r-l ignt phane.	 /20
'We requiro that the angular coordinates of the housing at fhe
time 
of landing be the same ao In the programmed motion. Lot
Ii-I i 
 
Q I " n I Ir" ') be the position of the housing center of moos at the time
Of landing. We determine the log position at the time of landing, by
uoinE; a posture ohaping algorithm [1]. The supporting contour projected
on the hori zontal plane 0 rn is a rectangle of fixed dimensions, the
length of which equals the distance between the ouopencion points of the
front and rear legs. The angle between the longitudinal axis of the
projection of the s upporting contour on the horizontal plane and the
CI In axis (supporting contour orientation) at the time of landing equals
1	 1the angle of yaw of the vehicle houoing^ =^ . The projection of the
center of the supporting contour on the h gMontal plane lieo on a
line which connects the center of the initial supporting contour and
point (1, I ) n l ), at distance 1P	 -rmin)/max(l)1x*J1 from point
0 1 0 1 ), where Amin is the minimum permissible distancefrom thesupporting surface to the housing center of mass ) X* is the tangent of
the slope angle of the velocity of the vehicle center of mass to the
horizon at the time of landing. Thus, by using the terrain model, we
obtain the absolute coordinates of the feet and, consequently, the
angles of the leg joints at the time of landing, as a function of the
position of the housing center of mass at the time of landing ITT . We
designate the vector of the direction from the vehiUe center of mass
to the housing enter of mass ?T. Then ,  at the time of landing, 51 is
a function of	 . and the following occurs
(2.4)
By substituting (2.2)-(2.3) In (2.4), we obtain a system of equations 	 /21
relative to ITI , in the computer solution of which by the modified
quickest descent method, we determine the nominal position of the
vehicle at the time of landing and the duration of the flight phase.
Because of the conditions of shook free liftoff and softness of
setting the legs on the supporting surface, the angles of the leg joints
10
4I
i
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chanoo rapidly at the beginning and end of the un upporte?d phase of
motion. 'Therefore, in these segments of time, we will not stabilise
the angular motion of the housing. We designate the times of the start
and end of operation of the stabilization algorithm t co and t cl , with
t^<t alt l tit
At the time of liftoff from the supporting surface, t must de-
tormine the characteristics of the forthcoming flight phase, from the
phase coordinates of the vehicle at time t o , known from the navigation
system recdings.
The ballistic trajectory of the motion of the vehicle center of
inazo (2.1) is plotted. The coordinates and velocity of the vehicle
center of mass at the time of liftoff from the supporting surface are
calculated easily from the known phase coordinates of the vehicle,
and they Gompletely determine the motion of the vehicle center of mass
in the fla.ght phase.
The nominal position of the vehicle at the time of landing and
the duration of the flight phase are determined by solution of (2.')-
(2.4) .
The vehicle angular , momentum vector relative to the center of
mass at the time of liftoff from the supporting sur:'ace is calculated.
The leg transfer traj ectory which. ensures shook free liftoff and
the required softness of setting the legs on the supporting surface with
low absolute velocity (possibly zero), components of the fixed portion
of the vehicle center of mass velocity at the time of landing, is
plotted similar to the way it was done in synthesis of the programmed 	 /22
motion of the vehicle for the unsupported phase of the bound C21.
We will call the inflight leg motion, obtained at the time of liftoff
from the supporting surface, the nominal leg motion.
With ^r^^`  teQ 1	 and	 t c j^ ,	 , the angles of the leg ,joints
change along the rc- Anal traj ectories, and the angular motion of the
housing is not stabilized.
By digitally integrating the equations of the law of conservation
of angular momentum	 of the vehicle relative to the center of mass
(1.1), from the nominal position at the time of landing, with a negative
time step to t=t cl (two steps of integration are completed by the
Runge-Kutt fourth order method), the control system determines the
nominal values of the angular coordinates and velocity of the vehicle
housing at time t e1 , which we designate Tcl°Tcl (here and subsequently,
4'=(^,8,y) are the angular coordinates of the housing).
Let, at time tco, there be the following yalues of the angular
coordinates and velocities of the housing 9CO ITCo • With
the control system varies the nominal leg motion, in such a way that
a change in angular coordinates of the housing along the transition
11
1,.i11e'a WhIell tonlovtllLy colll100t tllo boundrivy valuo- of the :1ni ular 000v-
tl l ticltoo .1114 vo.1.00 tt lo-o oV tho l ow.,,in , ( Yt , . a el' , 1 and (T	 ,^j1 	) 1.;
ollourod. :`I'llo tra11 ,01t loll l.il ion avo fuliot l-ono o f the Lype
it_
., ^^ ^ 
^^a 
('tt y fey? ¢ ^' w ^^' ^^„^ r C ^' I ^ . ^e^f	 (^ . K 1 ^
txl le`Il ' 	.
wllon, IV0Mt-tco'
If, durl,ng atltuta.L motion at t utio t =t , tho t111f;ul"11' 0,oOI1dlnatc1cs
o1' volooity of tho hcauoLllp, e;o OutoLdo U0 c COM'1001' Of thO t1'all"Blt-1011 ^a
Lllitno
a oupplementavy eorroctlon Is made, t eca -t^, tared tlle3 t lianll itlon 1. Lno.=
11Y^[' 1' <<'oa.leFaalatc^d .
"iho Idea; coilllec;tod with the use of the transition 11noo avo
conoiotullt With th000 x'elaorted In [8-111 .
Duving tho flight., boforo the' tlmo of Landing, the data nyotom
1.'c't'i.alo^ tho ntodol of tile-' torvain in the landing roV;lon. By uo ng tllo
ro:f I,llod te1'1'alll modal, at me)moilt t , the? cont1'ul e3y;.ltolll n i f:ilm, the
nolnim,11 pooltion of the vohleslo at ho tlane; of la.ndsint and tho dura-
tlon of they
 :['1..Lt„Ilt pluu,o, by volvIne ,; syutumi (2-2)-(21 - 1 1) .	 `flee~ nominal:
lo?,v pooltlon :Lei cori,oct od In tho Cloz'1'4?spolid1liv), 111a1111e r, at
In Ulu ooc,tion, the loe;ic. of opera.tlon of tho alepritlim for
ottaiallization of the motion of a boundlng, vehicle Ili tho auloukapoited
plial,o cat' a bound has laeon oonotruoted. `,rho problom of dotornllnation of
tho ::,Upplemulltavy control mot:Lono of the lov;o, wllleh onsure a c;htlnlN;o In
the angular coordlnatoto of the llouc;Illg along, tho tranuitio n 1.1ne s at
I - I/co, 4,.! +	 Ax, Coll.aldevod in the next Rwo.tlon.
3. Prob l.om of DoterinInatloll of 8upplemontary Conti"ol Motion of L ;.l
Lot I1=(a l ,0 l ,g:L ... (lM ) ilea tho ang,los of the log Joints. Wo
doslt,rlato this nominal inflIght lob, motion, obtained at tlle-, time of
Ilft;off i'voln the oupport.in t”, 'surface, Which oatltsflos the condition of
uiaauiti fj'vv .Ift miff ailu soft settling of the logo oil Mat' ouppoi)tIlA
surfavo, icy Pli (i) , and thus l upplomontary control motion of the .Lev s
by U(t) . we then obtain
12
/211
r^
i^j
a
#' f c' ' ,•?, (f) t c! (rte
lit' wl hl_ dot 01 01111th' the t'u^^pLoillon avy ^ ont pol mot ion cat' the `horn ate.
tt it'cvoto lfli^l ► onto elf t woo T,(xao,1,.',...) 61 flit , forward I.J111° l'top.	 I-It'
I't°tlutrt, that I-lit , +lt ool.ovat ono, or tho lt'q joints 00 oGall: tart In tho
Vol-U1001111110)
 k'top	 'IC. I e.. C n . tI '	 Ill till: c'a: o, wo have
Cf3	e,f C l,.a f l^(fK )e !kr
	
.7' . )
wht'rt' C1, UK O TI,.f, OT to  a utop to Mutton or the problem o f dotormina-
t ion of th y' :'upp l^t'lt ontary	 oontrol motion of the log o. 	 Tho valuo of
AK to Moo ted to the followtng manner
r
d lk M41 / I -) 4.A /
	
	
-e'- (_ ' f 4 eMi^^J! n eMnx i
a,
where l°°?l) 10 a omal l lac)o Lti.vo value, ATmIWATmax are the ao.'Ltrl od
L lm.i to oV
	 value,' of AT K .
III tho ovolit U(T IT ) Wporo I i.ttlo from il(T 1^., 1 ) , w+:e f-lnd that
SWAT to a value on tho under or E..., 3 W roga i3 d ,I P which In (^ • ^ ^
wo obt.;ILn
(.1' A)
s
IV the 4l AlAlllmption 111 41do OV the aa llIlloothlless" of u(t) I s not juotl f. ode	 /25
the  error venult Lng from the Mango to approximate formula (3.2*) will.
load to dovi.at: ion of thte angular motion of the vehicle housing from
thce transition .)Ql,noo, and It will l 000mo ntv'coso ary to make a oupplomontary
OoProot ion. By 0oloctlon r~ V harametors C,AT	 and A T max ,
 
1.t can liremin Inclx
covtai,n that ouch cal,00 wtil 000ur Partly.
BY O ub of ,tut l.ng UAL  O WL (3 - 3) , the kn own nominal. transfor
mot.l ;n of tho logs and the angular c'o ovdi,naten and Velocity Of the
hou, ono, wLth tvanoltlon Moo  (0.5) at time TK+1, In angular momentum
Lntogva.l (1. l) , wo obtain
who l't'	 C. x•r .a,
d.i:. ^, s
	
'1(fl
	 ^Ltfhel 3 t 4 Cit,. 
►s^ l:' M1`
^j,F	 /^	 a t [eCt.• f L! a^ )
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Instead of boundary conditions (1.4)-(1.5) and phaee limitations (1.6),
we require satisfaction of more rigid restrictions 	 which auto-
mat ically ensures satisfaction of condition s (1.4)-(1.G).
"V, /1) F/.hlin.4 4 {^ J t/(1) P" ,,"
7
where 1n , Amax are fixed quantities,
(3.5)
/26In this case, the coordinate P3(^=l,c..,"^i) transfer traJee tory lies
within the cross hatched region in Fib;. :,.
We replace restrictions (1.7)--
(1.8) by the restrictions
p.
1
I	 I	 I
I	 ^	 I	 f
UMin e u ^^	 (3,6)
U`Min 4 
u' 
j7 MW
	
(3-7)
where C^ min^ U max 9U min^ U max are
v	 v	 w	 w
fixed quantities which ensure satisfac-
tion of (1.7)-(1.8).
t	 In determination of the supplementary
control motion of the legs at time TK,
Fig. 3.
	
	
we will satisfy restrictions (3.5)-(3.7)
at time TK+l. It may turn out that,
at time K+11 the value of ui(J=1,2,...3N) proves to be around the
boundaries of the region of permissible values of u 1 (3.5), with a
velocity directed towards the boundaries and, in the subsequent step,
limitations (3.5)--(3.7) will prove to be incompatible. In order to
exclude the possibility of the development of such a situation, instead
of velocity restriction (3.6), we introduce more rigid restrictions
_V(a) < 6( -4 You),	 (3-8)
where
MAY
MAX
if
Y	 ^ ^ hxiXt /U.r^Ax ^ ^ nra x) / u ^^ ^	
V,(	 /('	 otherwise
U rrrih , if U	 hr;n,^Vy'rMiti
	
^hrin /'! Nrih
	
"Inih)^	 , ^n+^i^'/^
	
l	 otherwise
E v >0 is a fixed positive value.
14
I
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/28
^1 = ^t7^H ^^.r tr,, ) nix, u ►^r l a Z ,
C^ Y e ral 3 - [^ ^^K^,1 it l
Am;n, M4x^^,^^r„^ ^,;h uk„ Qzkz,.
rr^^ 
M; ,t	 q/^ M ih
^X, ^ u(^Jf u(r> a rk,
We require that, at time TK+1, the actual motion of the legs
differ the least from the nominal transfer motion of the legs
When, in approaching the boundary of rho region of permissible value,,
at distance duj less than e v, the maximum permissible velocity toward
the boundarios of the rogion of permissible values decreaoes in propor-
tion to dui , to the velocity along this boundary at d ui =0.
By substituting the values of u, u (3.2)-(3.3) in (3.5)-(3.8) and
consolidating these limitations, we obtain
«.M •n 	.1f/'1	
ew 
	
(3.9)
where
,.d
where ei >O,f i>0 are weighting factors,
By substituting (3,2)-(3.3) in (3.10), we obtain
30V
^ri 1 ^• ! 4^C^,l ^ N' ^. ^CK J 1 -'Pt^h,^l
where
CA ^” y^ 4 b ^3 ^t^ b^,
<«^r«
	 rK1^^<^1.
(3.10)
(3.11)
/29
E
	
	
As a result, the problem of determination of the supplementary
control motion of the legs is reduced to quadrati3 programming problem
(3.4), (3.9), (3.11), which, by designating Y - ff(T K ), we rewrite
in the form
	
def
Yi tr
3N /
L' (,ri ^ fit'', ) > a'^ 	 >
t
I4f	 DD
^^•	
b^t^	 ( 3.12)
,t ►xit^ x	 1 MAX
CC-'lip'... 3N), Cf=.t,?,3).
In the event the restrictions of the equality and inequality
types in problem (3. 12) are incompatible, we will look for a solution
which satisfies the inequality type restrictions and, with the maximum
degree of accuracy satisfies the equality type restrictions. For
this, we solve the problem
MiM
JN
 MAX
4./1` ,
	 (3-13)3N	 s
r=!	 J;1
where v i » c i>0 are weighting factors, y j are new variables.
We note that problem (3.13) is practically the same as problem
(3.12). They are partial cases of the quadratic programming problem
of a more general type.
(3.14)
-1.` , zgy m! 	 •^
G rn r n 7i L Z 1"d x
.	
^	
r	
L
where Z  are independent variables, Zimax_w corresponds to the case
when Z  is unbounded above, Zimin__- corresponds to the case when Z 
is unbounded below.
We call the point which satisfies the equality and inequality type
restrictions the initial approximation of the quadratic programming
problem. In problem (3.13), bhe initial approximation is determinedtrivially,„;A ,^A fX. _ .j
	 Z Q
	 :1',Z	 '^•	 i=1
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t
ALL tht , 1,11dopulldont vavl^'Iblo ,' In problem (3.12) IMIQ boundod abuvo and
twl.ow by ftnLto vaLue.o. Thol'ofol .0 1 III 0011'atruotlon of the a1r't)rIt111r1
for dotormill"ItLoll of the InItIal approximation of problem (3.14), wo
111-11 001101dOr Only thO N`100 11110-11 all. 4"k "LlIVIX and 411 
min have a fin1to
VaL110.
Tho ourfaoo^"" of tho Optilill"'41,11S fulletilonal level o f' problem 01110.,
r'Wo Ii d1mon-Ional ollip,10.1d ,
	the prI110-11)"ll (1trootiono of Which 0011101do
w it h11 tho dirootiono of 011"111j;,e of the indopondent variableo. At the
11	 ithik tio ttme, the Lnequallty type limitat-Ions are 11mitationo or) the
rI.Imlto of chaiio 
of 
tho Indopendont wirlabloo. Th000 conaitlonir,-,, Which
dotormillo the opoeial form of problem	 pormit Cow,'truotIon of a
	 /3 1,
. ' Lmplo ale'OrIthill for Its '"'Olution.
TIIULIJ, tllt' pl"ObION111 Of J0tC1 VM11l,'1tj01I Of thO supplomontary control
motlomo of the. lot s, which owoui lo ehani,;o of tho angular coordirtate'," of
tho 1 1 "I tAoIn	 th'.	 ransg, "1101ir 	) tition Itno., 
I 
ro ,,, oduecid	 ,Ito	spocial type of, 
quadratic p1'0f_';1'a11111l 'InV; pvoblcnn, the algwrithm for solution of which 1,,-,
oollotruotod In tho lloxt section.
11, Al^,'011 lthln foil Solution Of QLladl a"t,to 1) r ov' r"1111111 !ng Problem
An aleor-Ithin R; conotructod in this section, for 0olution of a
	 /3 2
quadvatio, programmin^; problem which 10 a 00nerall zat loll of problem
(3.12), (3-13), whi.Qli dovolopv, In determination of the supplomontary
Control motion of tho^ leg s
 In tho allQ	 orithm for otabill-ation of the
ane,ular motion of a bounding vehicle In the flight phase
Ale;oritlimn for solution of quadratic pvogrammille, problems and the
blbllo^,vapbloo of ­,tudleo oil this quostion can be found in [.;,2-1,31.
Tho main bulk of calculations In algorithms for solution of quadratic.
problems of a general typo Involve detormination of the
dii,oction, of tho quickest descent 
which 
does not violate the rostric-
tions Impmwd. Tbo, solutions may go beyond tbo boundaries of they
rogion doflned by the Inoquality typo of restrictions but ,  In subsequent
Itoratlon otops, It may be found that this boundary must be abandoned.
Problem ( 11.1) to a special typo of quadratic progranminr, problem.
Tho surfaces of the optlinizing functional level
jai
I,[
^r^c
are 11 d1111011-1011"11 elllp o ol(IIA 3
 tll(--. prinelpal dlrootiono of Which0	 0	 /` 3
001110100 with the dlvootlonhrl of Change of the indoperi(lent varlable0f,
At the oarile, time ., the inequality typo rectrictionc, are rootrictiono on
the llmlton of change of the independent variables. These conditiono,
which define the ""' Pocial form of problem ( 11.1), permit the conotruction
of a olinple aloorlthi-n for itto oolution.
AIC,orlthm 1, oolutiono of quadratic programming problem (4,1)
—PWe deoionate Z the oolution of problem (4.1), in the case when
there aro no Inequality type restrictions. The value of if is dotor-
mined by the Lagrange Indeterminate multiplier method
A	
(4.,^)
11,
	 J41
whew X, are Lagrange Indeterminate multipliers, which are the solution
Of the J oyotem of linear equations
A	
it 4	 h
(4-3)
System (4-3) 1* nonsingular, if the equality type restrictions are
linearly Independent. If 2-1) satisfies the inequality type restrictions,
T 1) is the solution of problem (4.1). Otherwise, we take a provisional.
initial approximation	 which satisfies the equality and inequality0—type restrictions (the question of the method of determination of Z
will be discussed below In this section). We connect z and I 1) by a
straight line, and we find point T' between them, in which the system
reaches an inequality type phase restriction in motion from
2-, t © Z-1,
z I = f  +"4f ^P -2V,	 (4.4)
where	 7n*^,	 A' I' Y	 /.^ 4
^Oi 1	 1
7 Z—",
12
Z,f
gi P,MAX
with
wi.th 7. 
P 4 r";O!
-
 LI Mix
By virtue of (4.4), point Ti satisfies the equality type restrictions,
since TO and TP satisfy them.
n
r 'I
k
l
!l1W4, fi x aLt they var tab 1.Es c; w111011 I'e"loll tho t nekllla 1-I t y type vooti''lt'-
at po Ilit ;a l'.	 tire' t.t'a 11t f'4".' tilt' t t'I'Illt	 t'4 1'I't't+1 11t1 I 11t^ to them t t	 °lle'
ogllaLlty typo	 Oil the I'te'llt t+t ttt', I't 'oa lo ut.,1t in t'; the' 1'roo	 }^
t0I'i11t+	 wo t'xo lllrtt, tilt' f' I xod varl att l o ,& fl-0111 Ooll ; l tlt'1'att on, and wt' wl l 1
e'.1.1 1. tho I'ovi atntnfo, varl,a0 l.00. f'li't'.	 VvIe oxoltidt' the Llnoarly► ele'poileie'lat	 a
vall i all Loo, f' voill t'lle' t'ilual tty typo root i't.t't `I4 I it,	 I f t hoy wt m,F f 'oln'.100 at
41 I't?tlilht of t'a4'1mn1o11 of tho rtxod val'1111to: .	 IT tho nlll'111Dt'i' Of f'I't'N
varItiah.loo oklu L'I thta 11111111) or of Oglult;tolln III tho t'gll,il I ' t y typt' I't?l;tI,I
Cq ,_„
tlolL",, : : 1, Lt, the t^ta Lilt, ton oft^2 '4^hl t'111 ( 11.1. ^	 ti t,llt i'hSlttt', 11th t't't 
WId wt' 1 101)t'at t'vt'I'yth We; ar a111 foi l
 tho f'l'og vartab lo ,0 .
`1'1lt'c t 2'c'I11 L.	 It' tht'I't' ox I t to t,11.L't t,a 1, ,ihprox1mat toil 	 wll oll
C+,at I,t: f` l t °.; tho otIll,al. Lty and t,nt'tlu,"111_t y type. I't's t v l of l otit3 ti t' prob l onl ( 1 . 1-) ,
)vIth111 L, In a f'tn it.o, t,,lllaLlov than n nuI11bor of nttt'pt, oon'ltt*,vgt'.,
towai'd t4ht? koolut;l.oll of pi l ot)loiil ( Il. 1)
Il I'oo ,	 nU111bor of vi13'1ab loo I' ll pI'4ib.1..t`Ill ( 1 1..1.) t'ilu 'l10 n.	 I n	 ^r
t'.aell vtc-p of aLt.,4I 1'111 1111 1, t1lit, nulllbt'I' of f'li't' varI abI ot1 4tt't`I't'.atwo. by ,.at- i
1.c'at,t o1w.00II,0,OkI1lt'IIt-I,y, : li ,Orlt=h111 I lotopo In a ('111.1 0-	 .+111,11.11'1' 1,11:111
11 nuIllbor o il t"t opo .
I
Wo 4tt't"I till at0 L t11c' Illit'a1' InultIf'4a 2'mity	 by tho t'quallty*
typt' Y'Ot" t l'1 o tff toliv, andt 5u, tho sloe; l on dot 1'vm l notl by tho, I noqua` lty t;ypt,
I't-o tvtot loll.,,', of p1'ob-1,0111 ( 11 .1) .
WO dool.j`,n lttt' tilt' holllt towa1'ak, 11111 oll alf, "or t. Illn I, Oollvol't"t't; by a",
Wttsliout IR't;tvLot toll of teaievalt,ty^ 1-t oan be oonot.doilod thtit, In th1to
the f 1vot 11 4, varlablev, I'eaoluld tho boundary •^14^^i3IUIX (l.t}^1=,.3, • rn^j^,
and tho voinka 1111,111;	 11k, w Lt,hin I'c°v;;I,on S)4. Aw Wa y notod In tho
tlt': orl.ptlon of ale;ovlt11111 1, 1'vt 1.0.1+,	 Coll' okplolit  ly ., 1X.11 tii'11t11' to
pIovo that 	 to t-110 tolllt-loll of pI'oblt?lll ( 11.1.), it 1,13 (;llf'f'tt'.ht'llt to
oliow that tht'i't' do not. t'x t t t11,I'oot Lons f' I't'm Igo lilt	 11111011 do not
vlolatt' Mat' oklucalltyi and lilt.quatity tsyy pt` rotot vlot loll"", 11lolit`; w111011 tho
t^ht12111..< 111`; f'unc'talc'1n4a 1. tIt'oroasoo .
Wo t1R't7lt^  ','Ilat o Pl (a) 'I's tilt' ICI: of ect 1,4111 Of L'00tol l
 a In Ltnt`av 11 ult i-
f'4a1'1111tay 1, .
Lot wal'1C1b1,o	 vo at`h the bound al'y of I't't;1on t4 1.Ia gilt'
Z-t,h t.top oil t^il^  ,1 L1`,4^x'Ia:11111.	 Thon,
where ^ 1,t; tho 4}ht 1l111^.11le. f^lllic^^i 1 ?^ Ilfa1 .
At. the b, lI110 t1111t',
^ ^	 , Irfn^•	
(11) 21.	 to
ea x^-"	
R^r	
1_a	 'ra	 er
1 c1
a
^)	 r 
* 1_1	
((* Z) z
For varlablo.", which do not reach the boundary of rogion R^ there to
,P al^, 
;b?,j/Z-Zj 0 ( "	 '.., n),
(4.7)
Lot 7 be an arbitrary Llirectlon along, L. directed from FA toward
the interior of rog ion E2. in thi p case ,  we have
Oince the first no variabloo reached then 	 Zio^2ziomax
	
The
derivative Of the optimizinG functional along^, 7 1.-,
A
It follown from (1:5)-(4.8) that
or ^ U00o not decrease along Y_ .
Since y is an arbitrary direction from TA ,
 
which does not violate
the lmposed restrictions, P is the solution of problem (4.1).
Note. Theorem I Is not valid for a quadratic programming problem
of more g-eneral form than problem ( 1 .1). For example, we consider the
quadratic programming problem for two independent variables (Fig, 11).
There area no equality type restrictions, inequality type restrictions
are Imposed on the independent variables, and they determine?
	 rec-
tanoular region of their change. The surfaces of the optimizing func-
tional level are ellipses, the principal directions of which do not
coincid ,. with the directions of change of the independent variables.
—In Fig, . 4, the initial approximation is designated Z 0 and the point
towards which algorithm 1 converges, 2* . The solution of this problem
is point V, which does not coincide with T*.
We proceed to the algorithm for determination of the initial ap-
-0proximation Z , which satisfies the equality and inequality type re-
strictions of problem ( 1 .1). We consider the case when the limits
of change of all the independent variables In the inequality type
restrictions of problem (4.1) have a finite value. In this case,,
20
Fig. 4.
M1
without rootriction of generality, it can be
cwloidered that Z I 
maxml^ 7 i mill ;31 (ir-li-Riften)a
Vol" thi-
0
, it 1-0 :Ufficient to oubotitute the
variable-kA
Further, we will conoider that z. WIX=J.,
z 
mill 
=-I.
The inequality type reotrictiono determine
region 62, which is a n dimensional cube
4
A
and the equality type restrictions determine the linear multiformity L
#1
Z16,'Cj V ze	 (i	 (4.11)
Lot T* be the Solution Of the problem
(4-12)
Zi
The solution of problem (4.12) is determined by the Lagrange indeterminate
multiplier method.
N ot e - If Pas 4 ,	 T* is the initia l approximation.
Let P0- Z ,
We prove a series of statements, which is necessary for construc-
tion of the initial approximation search algorithm.
Lemma 1. Vector T* is orthogonal to linear multiformity L.
Proof. It is evident, since T* is a tangent of an n dimensional 	 1-o
sphere with the center at the coordinate origin 	 and linear
multiformity L.
By H, we designate the (n-k+1) dimensional linear subspace passing
through linear multiformity L and the coordinate origin, which is the
2.L
11 (1111(niolonal 	 U11 the o' trerpvth of Lemma 1 1 lip havo
'1Vi'(1 0 , 10*j nk'ite if tho intersection of n dimensional cube 2 and 14ne"Ir
oub.-,paoe Ii
Ja" u qL n li
Let, kell	 Then,whore	 F4.C-1,	 We will call 1XItho
L
^11."Itanoe from point 7, to linear multiformity L in oubkopace 11. pub pace
11 Is, divided Into two rof" 0) by the linear multiformity. The oic,ion	 -- ,ri o V
X dotermineo to which of these two region  7, belonrs. By the sign of
X we will call t4eoe region: H* and 11- . For example, the coordinv'te
origin is at a diotance of unity from L in 11, and it belongo to 11-j
4F .- i "f W", P,-- 4,
4M —We azoign J, =pZ*(O<U<l) the point of exit at the boundary of rerlon
A O in motion I'voin the coordinate origin to 	 In this ease, one
variable 2 Zio veial che., the boundary of regioti	 To be definite, we
a" some Z 'onato the linear multiformity Zio^21. We do ,, Itd )	 io'l by Gio.
Then.,	 is clooeot to linear multiformity L in H, the bound of
the section of n dimensional cube Q with linear oubspace H.
Theorem 2. If /, fiJL0. L 176e,, (I-P,^ P' 4 is the empty set) .
Proof.
If
entirely on
Since
0 with line
We prove the co
one Oide of L in
is closest to L
:Ir oubzpace 1-1. 62 9
,rit rary statement equivalent to this ono:
In this ease,, the bound 	 lies
subspace H. namely,
in H, the bound of the section of cube
aloo lies on one side of L in
" Consequently,
	
By definition,	 and	 . ^' C !- "
Then, L	 % L'  ^PJS2,- L IUL . 	 As a result, we obtain LflSL -,ft.
Alrithm 2, determination of the initial approximation of
problem( 4.1).—'
1 0	 n	 ' t 	 I	 Ll	 k	 I- to bo froo.1,003= , ^ 'ILL W111%bleo
-)hints i':" Jf 2 whiell 1 1 t he ',Iolutton Of vlloblei,-i (11.12)
for tho froo variab	 f leleC	 is tile 0oluti-m (tile otop);
	
i	 #
othorwl""' e j oxocute parac'raph 3.
3. Find V1 the point of exit on the, boundary of n dimenoional
oube R, fox, motion from the coordinate oricin to point P. Fix the
variable  roaohlnr; the boundary of region 2. Transfer the teri -no with
the fixed variabloo to tho equality type reotrictiono on the right
side, rocaloulatinr,, the free terms. If the equality type restrictiono
for the free, variables are incompatible, tho probl em does not have a
-OIL	 0Ation Ntop)	 Bxclude the, linearly dependent oquationo from tho
tiquality t ype rootrictiono fox , the free vaviableO. Proceed to para-
t,,raph 2.
It fo.......io, from theorem 2 that ) if the interouction of line ar
multiformity L and n dimensional cubes ^ is not empty Lfi-Q-Vd,
algorithm 21 convert=ers towardo point 	 /IS' If	 v.ndo if Lflsz - ;'
the alt,orithm reports the incompatibility of the equality and inequality
type, rootriction0d of problem ( 4 .1)
5. Otabilization Process Modolinr';.
A block diagram for modeling the process of stabilization of 	 Ai
motion of , a bounding., vehicle in the unsupported phase of the bound is
pres ented in Fie	 AD,. 5. The modeling was carvied out in a Bri,"VI-6 computer
In FORTRAN.
In block 1, from the phase coordinates of the veh. 4 cle Vt the time
of liVtoff from the supporting surface, known from the navigation system
readings ) and the approximate model of the terrain in the landing
region, obtained from the data system, f he characteristics of the
forthcoming flight phase are calculated. The nominal position of the
vehicle at the time of landing and the duration of the flight phase
are determined. The ballistic trajectory of "ne motion of the vehicle
center of mass is plotted. The value of the vehicle anrular momentum
vector and the angular velocity of the housing at the time of landing
are determined. The nominal position of the logo in the flight phase.,
wh1ch ensure shock free liftoff and soft -setting of the logo on the
supporting surface, is plotted. The times of start t co and end t cl of
stabilization of the angular motion of the vehicle housing t 0 <t co <t cl< t 1
are calculated ., where t o tl are the timer of liftoff from the supporting
surface and landing. By integrating the system of differential equations
of the law of conservation of angular momentum of the vehicle relative to
the center of mass, from the nominal position of the vehicle at the
time of landing ., with a negative time step ) we find the boundary values
of the angular coordinates and velocity of the housing at time tcl,
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6. Navigation anddata systems
7. Refinement of motion
parameters before
landing
Input
9. Output
The inflight motion of the legs, which ensures change of the
angular coordinates of the housing along the transition lines, is
synthesized in block 4, by addition of the supplementary control motion
to the nominal leg transfer motion. The control motion of the legs is
24
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t	 determined locally in stop	 Et"ca, .^ , ahead In time. The problem of
determination of the supplemontary control motion of the Legs is reduced
to a special type of quadratic programming problem (wee Section 3), an
efficient algorithm for the solution of which is constructed in Section 4.
We note that the interval between the corrections and the times of
intersection of the supplementary control motion of the legs is at
Least a fixed minimum time segment.
In block 7, by using more accurate information on the supporting
ourface obtained by the data system during the flight towards time tcl,
the control system refines the nominal position of the vehicle at the
time of landing and the duration of the flight phase. The nominal leg
motion is corrected in the corresponding manner, at
In block 3, the equations of the mathematical model of the three
dimensional motion of a bounding vehicle in the flight phase are inte-
grated by the Runge-Kutt method.
6. Calculation Results
Calculations were carried out for four legged and six legged 	 /44
vehicles with the following dynamic and kinematic characteristics.
Housing mass 1000 kg, housing moments of inertia (in kg • m ) Ix=530,
Iy=90, I z=605. All the legs are the same, and they consist of two
thigh and shank sections. Thigh length, 1.2 m, shank, 1.4 m. The
center of mass of each section is located in the middle. Thigh2
weight, 30 kg, shank, 20 kg, moments of inertia of thigh (in kg • m ):
Ix2=3.2, 1y2 =0.05, Iz2-3'23 shank; I x1= 3.6, Iy1=0.05, Iz1=3.6. The
coordinates of the suspension points of the thigh to the housing of the
four legged vehicle have the values: X i =0.5 (i=1,2), X i = -0.5 (i=3,43,
Y i=1.25 (i=1,3), Y i= -1.25 (i=2,4), Z i= 0 (i=1,2,3,4); for the six legged
vehicle: X i=0.5 (i=1,2,3), X i 
=
-0.5 (i=4,5 ) 6), Y i=1.25 (i=l,4),
Y i=0 (:i.==2,5), Y i=-1.25 (i = 3,6;, , Z i= 0 (i=1.,2,3,4,5,6). We recall that
the vehicle moves the 0 y axis forward.
The SI unit of measurement system is used. Time is measured in
seconds, angles in radians. The moments developed in the leg joints are
measured in thousands of Newton meters. Motion is on the surface of the
earth, and the acceleration of gravity is 9.8 m/sec2.
The integration step of the vehicle motion model is 0.005 sec.
The required accuracy of motion along the transition lines, accord-
ing to the angular coordinates and velocity of the housing in the sta-
bilization algorithm, is 0.01. The minimum permissible time interval
between two successive corrections and between times of recalculation
of the supplementary control motion of the legs is 0.025 sec.
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The initial and final programmed positions o#` the vehicle are
determinud by the vehicle posture formation algorithm at the times of
liftoff from the supporting surface and landing, the operation of which
wao considered in detail in [l] . The projection of the supporting	 /!^5
contour on the horizontal plane is a rectangle, the length of which
	 j
oquals the distance between the suspension points of the front and back
slog, and the width of which equals double the Lateral extension of the
Logs from the longitudinal axis of the supporting contour rThe input 	 +
parameters of the posture formation algorithm, the sel,^(.tio^ of which
to done, either by the driver of the bounding vehicle, or by the higher
l vels of the motion control system, are: D is the distance of the
i)ound ( the distance between the projections of the centers, of the sup--
porting contours on the horizontal plane Olgn); ^ f is the direction
(azimuth) of motion in the flight phase;; plo is the orientation (azi-
muth) of the initial supporting contour; p11 is the orientation (azi-
muth) of the final supporting contour; a is the tangent of the angle
of inclination of the initial velocity of the center of mass, as well
a,s of trio model of the supporting surface to the horizon. At the times
cf liftoff from the supporting surface and landing ,  the vertical dis-
tance from the supporting surface to the housing center of -mss is a
fixed value 
rnom, 
the pitch and roll angles equal zero (Q° - d =y °= ^1=0),
the yaw angle equals the azimuth of the corresponding supporting contour
4 0 =dpi 0 , ^ 1 =*p11 ) . The t, and n coordinates at the initial and final
times are determined from the condition that, Jn the projection on the
horizontal plane Olin, these points lie on a line connecting the centers
of the supporting contours, at distances (r
nom
	
from
the center of the corresponding supporting contour. Here, 
rmin is the
minimum permissible vertical distance from the supporting surface to
the housing center of mass, and X* is the tangent of the angle of
inclination of the velocity of the vehicle center of mass to the horizon
at the corresponding time.
For the vehicles under consideration, we assume rmin=0.5 m. It was
shown in Cl] that, from the point o#' view of minimization of the maximum
power developed in the leg ,points during the support phase of motion, 	 /46
for the four legged vehicle, rnom=1.7m, rb =1m are best and for the
bix legged vehicle,r 
nom= 
1.6 m, rb=1.l m. Subsequently, we will consider
that 
rnom 
and r  have these values.
As nominal bounds on the horizontal plane. we will consider—distance
D to be 5 and 10 m. The angle of inclination of the initial vehicle
center of mass velocity to the horizon is 45 0 . The angle of rotation
of the vehicle in the flight phase Aip pl=,p lp1 -tp 0 pl is 0 and 0.3 radians.
The direction of motion of the vehicle in the flight phase is ^f=
1/2(i pl +^p1 1 ) . We select the absolute coordinate system in such a
way that C° =0, n°=0, *pl°=0.
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We Investigt1te the efficiency of processing or various types of
r ;	 perturbations for those modes of motion. The required accuracy of
motion along the transition sines in the algorithm for stabilization 4f
t	 the angular motion of the housing in the flight phase is 0.01 radian.
We estimate the efficiency of the stabilization algorithm with pertur-
bations, from the accuracy of processing of the nominal angular coordi-
nates of the housing at the time of landing. We designate 6^1,601Oy1
as the deviation of the actutU angular coordinates of the housing from
nominal at the time of landing. The stabilization algorithm efficiently
processes inflight perturbations, if max{,W-1,1601.,!6y11}<0.01, i.e.,
the deviation of the actual angular coordinates o., axe housing from
nominal at the time of landing does not exceed the required accuracy of
motion of the angular coordinates of the housing along the transition
lines. We will consider 0.03 radian (approximately 1.7 0 ) accuracy of
processing the nominal angular coordinates of the housing at the time
of landing to be satisfactory.
Let the values of the dynamic characteristics (masses and moments
of inertia) of the leg sections of the vehicle be loaded Jnto the
motion control system with errors. We consider the effec'u of pertur-
bations due to these errors. Let m, i ,I ji be the actual masses and
moments of inertia of the J-th section of the i-th leg Q=2 corresponds
to the thigh, J =1, to the shank), and m^;iu ,I j ,u be the masses and
moments of inertia of this section loaded into the control system. We
consider the case when the magnitudes of the relative errors are the
same with respect to the masses and moments of inertia of all sections
of the legs and equal to
For the modes of motion listed above, errors of +5% (amH ko .05) are
processed efficiently. In this case, the accuracy of processing the
nominal angular coordinates of the housing at the time of landing,
practically, is not over 0.01 radian. With relative error am  of -15'15
to 250, the accuracy of processing the nominal angular coordinates of
the housing at the time of landing is not over 0.03 radian. The
maximum error arises in pitch angle 60 1 , and the nominal values of the
bank and yaw angles are processed practically ideally. Errors amH>0
are processed better than negative errors. In other words, it is
better if the motion control system considers that the legs are heavier
than actual, and not the contrary. These results are valid for the
four legged and six legged vehicles. The accuracy of processing the
nominal angular coordinates of the housing at the time of landing vs.
am HI for a bound to a distance of 10 m and an angle of rotation in the
flight phase A^pl =0.3 radian is shown in Table 1.
We consider another type of perturbation, connected with the in-
accuracy of processing the leg motion in the flight phase. It is
/47
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considered that, at tc-[LoAl the error in processing the required
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accelerations in the legjoints is an unbiased normal distribution of
a random quantity. We recall that the minimum permissible step of
recalculation of the leg motion is 0.025 sec. Let P i n (t)Q =1,2,...3N),
'where P•j=al,Sl,...,gN, be the required acceleration of the leg ,joints
at time t. We set the actual accelerations of the leg ,joints equal to
(t) =pn (t) (1 •! •v) , where v is the normal distribution of a random quantity
with a mathematical expectation of zero and a root mean deviation of
a. The calculation  results show that, for the modes of motion listed
above, an unbiased random error of the required acceleration of the
leg ,joints, on the order of their nominal value (with a.<,1), has prac-
tically no effect on the accuracy of processing the nomina angular
coordinates of the housing at the time of landing maxfl6* 1j,18611,16yll}
.,<0.01.
At the time of liftoff from the supporting surface, information on
the supporting surface in the Landing region is known with a certain
degree of accuracy to the motion control system of the bounding vehicle.
During the flight, the model of the terrain in the landing region is
refined. The precise model of the terrain is used to reorganize the
vehicle motion in the concluding stage of the flight phase, at lec^/,^11.
We investigate the effect of data errors on the accuracy of processing
the nominal angular coordinates of the housing at the 'time of landing.
We consider bounds on a horizontal plane without turning in the flight
phase (A*Pi=0), to distance D between 5 and 15 meters, to be nominal
motion. The angle of inclination of the initial vehicle center of mass
velocity to the horizon is 45 0 . During the flight, the motion control
28
system determines that the altitude or the supporting area differs from
the nominal value by the amount 6h, A data error on the supporting
area altitude 611 for these modes of motion lead only to erro^ In 	 /52
processing the nominal pitch a% ,r le at the time of landing 60 , and the
bank and yaw angles are processed practically Ideally. The areas of
values of data errors 6h, in which 160 3-1 does not exceed 0.01, 0.02 and
0.03 radian are shown in Fig. G ., for a four legged vehicle. The per-
missible errors Sh depend essentially on bound distance D. We designate
D f the distance between the front legs of the vehicle at the time of
liftoff from the supporting surface and the back legs at the time of
landing. For the vehicles considered in this section, D f =D-2.5 m. For
the four legged vehicle, we obtain a value of 160 1 J<0.01, with
-0.016<6h/D f<0.028, i.e., such data errors have practically no effect
on thu accuracy of processing of the nominal angular coordinates of the
housing at the time of landing, At -0.065<6hIDe0.08, there is satis-
factory accuracy in processing the ominal angular coordinates of the
housing at the time of landing, 160 1<0.03. Similar results, obtained
for a six legged vehicle, are presented in Fig. 7. Here, the permissible
data errors 6h are somewhat less than for the four legged vehicle. This
is because the total weight of the legs is 1.5 times greater In the six
legged vehicle and, consequently, the errors of processing the nominal
angular coordinates of the housing at the time of landing, due to re-
organization of leg motion of the vehicle in the concluding stage of
the flight phase, are greater.
5'h
A 02
Fig. 6
To bring about the supported phase of the motion of a bounding
vehicle, in this case, the active perturbations cause errors in
processing the programmed coordinates and velocity of the housing at the
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time of liftoff from the supporting surface. We investigate the ques-
tion of the effect of these errors on the accuracy of processing the
nominal angular coordinates of the housing at the time of landing.
We consider a bound on the horizontal plane to a distance of 10 m as
an unperturbed motion. The angle of rotation of the vehicle in the
flight phase is 0.3 radian, the angle of inclination of the initial
vehicle center of mass velocity to the horizontal is 45 0 . We will
assign an error of one angular coordinate or the velocity of the hous-
ing at the time of liftoff from the supporting surface and determine
the accuracy of processing the nominal angular coordinates of the
housing at the time of landing, by the stabilization algorithm. The
calculation results for four 7,egged and six legged vehicles are
presented in Table 2. In the event the initial errors of the angular
coordinates of the housing do not exceed modulus 0.05 radian, and the
initial errors of angular velocities of the housing do not exceed
modulus 0.1 rad/sec angle of pitch or 0.15 rad/sec angles of yaw and
bank, the stabilization algorithm processes the nominal angular coor-
dinates and velocity of the housing at the time of landing to within
0.01 radian.
We consider in detail the process of stabilization of the angular
motion of a bounding vehicle in the unsupported phase of the bound, in
the case when the unperturbed motion is a bound to a distance of 7.5 m
in the horizontal plane. The final supporting area is turned by 0.2
radian relative to the initial ore, and the deviation of the direction
of motion of the vehicle from the azimuth of the initial supporting
area is 0.1 radian. The bound is made at an angle of 45 0 to the
horizon. A 100 kg load (10% of the weight of the housing) is placed
on the vehicle. The motion control system does not know of its presence.
/54
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Key: a. Final error	 c. 6 legged vehicle
b. 4 legged vehicle d. Initial error
In this case, the moments of inertia of the housing change in the
following manner (in kg.m2): 6IX=25, 6 1y =5, 6 I z=25. The perturbations
introduced by the load cause deviations from the transition line and
make it necessary to make supplementary corrections, both in the sup-
ported phase of motion, and in the flight phase. The vehicle coor- 	 /55
dinates and velocities at the time of liftoff from the supporting
surface were obtained by the operation of the motion control system
in the supported phase. The perturbations introduced by the load in
the supported phase caused inaccuracy in processing the programmed
coordinates and velocities of the housing at the time of liftoff from
the supporting surface by the algorithm for stabilization of the motion
of a bounding vehicle in the supported phase,. The process of stabiliza-
tion of the motion of a bounding vehicle in the flight phase is shown
in Figs. 8-11. The time dependence of the angular coordinates of the
vehicle housing are presented in Fig. 8. The stabilization algorithm,
efficiently processes the perturbations, and the angular coordinates
of the housing at the time of landing scarcely differ from the nominal
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values. The angle , of the lob, joints and their
velocitieo change continuouoly during motion
of the vehicle (Fig. 9,10). The time depend-
ence of the Forces developed in the leg joints
(in thousands of Nowton meters) is presented in
Fig. 11. At the start and end of the flight
phase, the angular motion of the housing is
unstabilized, and the legs participate only in
the basic transfer motion of the legs (see
t	 Section 2). The maximum moments developed in
the leg joints in these time segments are
scarcely less than the maximum moments developed
in the leg joints during the flight. Con-
sequently, the necessity for completing the
bound In the unsupported phase, with the basic
transfer motion of the leg, the additional
control motion of the legs does not result in
an increase in the forces developed in the leg
Joints. The moments developed in the leg
joints in the supported phase of motion were
obtained in [1]. In the flight phase, the
forces developed in the leg joints are approx-
imately 5 times le -Os than in the supported
phase of motion.
By using the similarity and scale methods
in the mechanics [141, the results obtained can
be generalized. With a proportional k tames
change of all linear dimensions and a m times
change in the weights of all the components of
the bounding vehicle, the basic characteristics
of motion o;' the vehicle change in the follow-
ing manner:
/60
flight phase duration, VT times;
angular velocity of housing and velocities of leg joints,
1//
-X- times;
accelerations of leg joints, 1/k times;
moments in leg joints, mk times.
For example, with a twofold decrease in linear dimensions, let the
mass decrease in proportion to volume (the vehicle has the same
specific weight). Then, the moments in the leg joints decrease 16 times.
The calculation results show the efficiency of the algorithm for
stabilization of the angular motion of a bounding vehicle in the flight
phase, for various modes of motion with perturbations.
Conclusion
The problem of stabilization of the angular motion of a bounding 	 161
vehicle in the flight phase is investigated in the work. Control of
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the angular motion of the housing in the unsupportecx phase of the
bound is accomplished by a supplemental control motion of the legs.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the work:
1. the advisability of the use of the principle of local
determination of the supplementary control motion of the legs in the
stabilization algorithm was demonstrated;
2. an algorithm for stabilization of the angular motion of
a bounding vehicle in the flight phase was constructed and utilized by
computer;
3, the results of mathematical modeling of the process of
stabilization of the motion of a bounding vehicle in the flight phase
show the efficiency of the stabilization algorithm, for various modes
of motion of the vehicle with perturbations;
4. the magnitudes of the moments in the leg joints, devel-
oped in the flight phase, are approximately 5 times less than in the
supported phase of motion;
5. the necessity for making inflight supplementary control
motions of the legs does not lead to an increase in the maximum moments
in the leg joints.
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